Spelling variation in non-standard language, e.g. computer-mediated communication and historical texts, is usually treated as a deviation from a standard spelling, e.g. 2mr as a non-standard spelling for tomorrow. Consequently, in normalization -the standard approach of dealing with spelling variation -so-called non-standard words are mapped to their corresponding standard words. However, there is not always a corresponding standard word. This can be the case for single types (like emoticons in computermediated communication) or a complete language, e.g. texts from historical languages that did not develop to a standard variety. The approach presented in this thesis proposal deals with spelling variation in absence of reference to a standard. The task is to detect pairs of types that are variants of the same morphological word. An approach for spelling-variant detection is presented, where pairs of potential spelling variants are generated with Levenshtein distance and subsequently filtered by supervised machine learning. The approach is evaluated on historical Low German texts. Finally, further perspectives are discussed.
Introduction
Spelling variation is a well-known feature of nonstandard language, e.g. computer-mediated communication (CMC) and historical texts (Baron et al., 2009; Eisenstein, 2013) . One problem is that this variation decreases the utility of unannotated corpora, e.g., by reducing the recall for queries and distorting keyword frequencies (Baron et al., 2009 ). Furthermore, the variation makes it harder to annotate this data automatically since the number of out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words is higher when compared to the same amount of standardized data. In addition, during training time, instances of the same morphological word appear as different types thereby distributing the information about one morphological word over these types.
The predominant way to deal with spelling variation is normalization, i.e. non-standard words are mapped to a corresponding standard word, or a canonical form. In this thesis proposal, we pursue an alternative approach: the task of spellingvariant detection, i.e. instead of mapping nonstandard or historical words to a standard form as in normalization, the aim is to detect spelling variants in a set of types without reference to a canonical form. Therefore, this task can be applied in cases where no canonical form exists. The detected spelling variants can then be used to mitigate the problems caused by spelling variation that were described above. An approach for detecting spelling variants is presented and evaluated on Middle Low German (GML), a group of German dialects from between 1200 and 1650. These dialects developed into Low German, a dialect group of German that has not undergone standardization. Therefore, there exists no contemporary variant of Low German with standardized orthography that could be used as target language.
After having discussed related work in Section 2, we elaborate on the task of spelling-variant detection (Section 3) and introduce an approach using binary classification (Section 4). We present first experiments on generating candidate pairs (Section 4.1) and filtering these pairs using a supervised machine learning approach (Section 4.2). Finally, we conclude with an outlook on further planned research in the framework of this thesis.
Related work
In normalization -also called standardization (Ljubešić et al., 2014) or canonicalization (Jurish, 2010a) -spelling variation is seen as a deviation from a given standard. In the case of CMC this is the standardized language as used in newspapers and regarding historical texts this is the corresponding contemporary standard language. This kind of normalization has been criticized as a "lossy translation" for CMC data (Gimpel et al., 2011) and it has been shown that it is not capable to deal with all peculiarities that appear in non-standard texts.
An example for this is that normalization cannot deal with differences in the usage of a word between the standard and the non-standard domain that result in different labels -a tagger trained on the standard domain will apply the wrong tag. Consequently -as Yang and Eisenstein (2016) show -the accuracy of tagging historical texts benefits from combining domain adaptation and normalization.
Such differences in the usage of a word are also visible in semantic changes. Bollmann et al. (2012) therefore distinguish between normalization and modernization: While in the first a historical word is mapped to its modern cognate, in the second the historical word is more loosely translated. They give the example of the Early New High German (1350-1650) word vrlaub 'permission' which would be normalized to its Modern German cognate Urlaub 'vacation' but modernized to the Modern German word Erlaubnis 'permission'. Another, more subtle example for a lossy normalization, would be Kopf and Haupt. Both denote 'head' in Modern German, but Haupt is only used in exalted language. However, in the Middle High German period (1050-1350), houbet the cognate of Haupt was the most commonly used word while the cognate of Kopf was mainly used in descriptions of battles (Fritz, 2006) . Such differences will not be relevant for tasks like POS tagging. Still, this example shows the lossy nature of normalization to a modern standard.
Another limitation of normalization is that it can only deal with items that have a corresponding standard word. This can be solved by creating an artificial standard for the specific phenomenon and normalizing towards this standard. Dipper (2011) has shown that using an artificial standardized version of Middle High German leads to better results training and applying POS and morphological taggers to these texts. In CMC, items like emoticons have no corresponding standard form and require a special treatment when normalizing these texts. E.g., for the shared task of normalizing Twitter data (Baldwin et al., 2015) only all-alphanumeric tokens are normalized. This excludes tokens like =), :) and :-) from the normalization. One way to deal with variation in emoticons is again the normalization to an artificial standard, cf. the manual mapping of different emoticons to synsets used by Hogenboom et al. (2015) . Hence, normalizing to an artificial standard solves the problems of normalization. However, this introduces the need to develop the standard first.
These problems do not appear when detecting spelling variants without the reference to a standard. The detection of spelling variants has been applied in a minor strand of work on automatically annotating non-standard texts. For POS tagging historical texts, the knowledge about spelling variants has been used to substitute OOV words with possible spelling variants -this improved the accuracy of POS taggers trained on the nonstandard data (Logačev et al., 2014; Barteld et al., 2015) . A similar approach has been used by Gadde et al. (2011) for SMS text. In all of these approaches the knowledge about spelling variants is used independently from the tagger, either in a pre-processing step to reduce the amount of spelling variation before training and/or tagging or as a post-processing step to correct tagging errors.
Alternatively, specialized tools can be developed that directly use the knowledge about spelling variation. This approach has been followed by Kestemont et al. (2010) and Barteld et al. (2016) for lemmatization of historical texts.
With the exception of Acharyya et al. (2009) , who present a clustering approach based on context similarity that also takes surface similarity into account, spelling-variant detection has not been addressed independently of a specific task like POS tagging. However, Acharyya et al. (2009) only present an anecdotal evaluation of resulting clusters.
Similar to the task of detecting pairs of spelling variants is the detection of pairs of standard and non-standard words appearing in noisy text and the detection of cognate pairs. Usually, surface similarity, contextual similarity or a combination of both is used for these tasks. Gouws et al. (2011) use the bigrams that appear before and after a word to compute distributional similarity and string kernels to measure surface similarity to create a dictionary of non-standard and corresponding standard types.
3 Defining spelling variation and spelling-variant detection
In order to define spelling variation, we distinguish between type and morphological word. Morphological words are the inflected word forms of a language. This distinction is similar to the distinction between morphological word and lexeme: A lexeme like the English verb (to) be appears as different morphological words in texts, e.g. am and was. In lemmatization, the task is to assign the same lemma to the different morphological words of the same lexeme, thereby abstracting over inflectional differences. Similarly, the aim of spelling-variant detection is to detect the types that belong to the same morphologicial word. However, while the morphological words belonging to the same lexeme differ with respect to their morphology, the types that belong to the same morphological word only differ in their spelling. Consequently, the notion morphological word can be operationalized by combining POS, morphological information, lemma and word-sense disambiguation: Each combination of these attributes is a morphological word. For example {Personal Pronoun, Nominative Sg., I} is a morphological word of English. In texts, these abstract word forms are realized by using types. Types are the words t of a language L ⊆ Σ * for some given alphabet Σ. For a standardized language, a unique mapping from a morphological word to a type is expected. 1 For instance, {Personal Pronoun, Nominative Sg., I} is usually realized as 'I'. In GML texts, the corresponding morphological word can be realized using the types given in Example 1.
(1) yck, ick, jk, ik, yk, jck, jc, ic This example shows i, j and y that appear in general mostly interchangable in GML manuscripts and prints. Only bi-graphs like ei are an exception to this rule. Niebaum (2000) gives an overview over the graphematic inventory of GML. He lists the grapheme <i> and amongst others j and y as variants. He states that these are often used instead of i to disambiguate the spelling next to letters like m and n. However, the example of 'I' shows that they are used interchangeably in other contexts as well. Such variation can be easily modelled in a rule-based approach. We will compare our approach with a rule-based approach developed for GML.
Variation as in Example 1 is what we define as spelling variation in a broad sense: the realization of a morphological word using different types. There is spelling variation even in standardized texts. One example is spelling errors that lead to a variation. But there is also real spelling variation in standardized language. One example for this rare case where two different types are used for the same morphological word in standardized language is the co-existence of ß and ss in Modern German which leads to the spelling variants Fuß and Fuss '(the) foot'. This is, however, negligible for standard texts: only 7% of the morphological words appearing more than once in the Tiger corpus (Brants et al., 2004) , a corpus consisting of German newspaper texts, show variance, i.e., are realized by more than one type. 2 In non-standard texts, there is more variation: In the English Twitter texts used as the training data for the W-NUT 2015 shared task on normalization (Baldwin et al., 2015) , 57% of the morphological words show variation. 3 This can be reduced to 16% by lowercasing every type.
Historical texts, for which the amount of data available is often extremely small, also show a lot of variation. In the GML texts from the Reference Corpus Middle Low German (Peters and Nagel, 2014) that are used for the experiments in this paper 4 , 58% of the morphological words show variation. However, less of this variation is due to differences in the case as in the Twitter data: If every 2 As the Tiger corpus is not annotated with word-sense disambiguation, this overestimate the actual amount of spelling variation in the corpus as e.g. the types Bänke ('benches') and Banken ('banks') are incorrectly treated as the same morphological word {Noun, Nominative Pl., Bank}. Tokens tagged with FM, XY, OA, PTKVZ or one of $., $, and $( have been excluded for the calculation.
3 As the W-NUT 2015 data is neither annotated with POS, morphology nor lemma, we use the normalization annotation: Each normalization is treated as a morphological word. Tokens containing non-alphanumeric characters have been excluded as they were not normalized. 4 We use the release 2016-08-23 of the corpus (http: //hdl.handle.net/11022/0000-0001-B002-5).
type is lowercased still 54% of the morphological words show variation.
These numbers quantify the internal -or synchronic, cf. Piotrowski (2012) -variation in the corpus and thereby indicate the amount of the data sparsity problem. Consequently, they give an indication of how hard it is to develop tools for this language variant. This is different than the usually reported number of OOV types with respect to a dictionary of the corresponding standard. The latter only indicates how promising it is to apply tools developed for the standard to the language variant in question.
Normalization does not deal with spelling variation directly but with non-standard words, a term used by Sproat et al. (2001) , who introduced the task of normalization. For historical text, the non-standard words are historical words or historical forms of contemporary words -the standard words are contemporary words. This approach only looks at diachronic variation and not at synchronic variation as defined above. Internal variation in the data is only dealt with indirectly by mapping the non-standard types to a corresponding standard type. Hence, it resembles a translation task, a framework in which normalization has been approached (Kobus et al., 2008; Scherrer and Erjavec, 2016) . The task of detecting spelling variants shifts the attention towards the internal variation and resembles an information retrieval task where the aim is to detect unordered pairs of types like GML {jc, ik} which are used to realize the same morphological word. More formally, given a set of types L ⊆ Σ * , the aim is to retrieve all pairs of types that are spelling variants, i.e. the set SV ⊆ {{t 1 , t 2 }|t 1 ∈ L, t 2 ∈ L, t 1 = t 2 }. SV defines the spelling-variant relation.
As has been noted, spelling variation as defined in this paper is a broad cover term for different types of variation that appear between types for which the spelling-variant relation holds. In order to give an overview over the phenomena that have to be covered for spelling-variant detection, the following constructed pair of GML sentences illustrates three different types of spelling variation. {Do, DO} and {van, uan} from Example 2 illustrate spelling variation in the narrow sense, i.e. two types for which the same pronunciation is assumed. However, spelling variation in the broad sense also covers {deme, dem} where the final <e> is assumed to correspond to the pronunciation of a final [@] . Finally, there is morphological variation as in {komen, ghecomen} where the types differ by the spell-out of the morphological marker ghe in the participle komen '(to) come'.
A clear-cut distinction between those three types of variation is not always possible: {deme, dem} could also be a spelling variant in the narrow sense, as it cannot be decided for a single instance if there actually was a difference in the pronunciation. Furthermore, the difference between {deme, dem} could also be classified as morphological variation, treating the e as the overt dative marker.
As has been pointed out above, we cover errors under the term spelling variation as well. While errors are usually defined as a deviation from a norm (Brill and Moore, 2000) , in the case of the lack of a norm, we define them as a type of variant that is unlikely to appear, it may even appear only once. The GML corpus, for instance, contains one instance of gesprok as the past participle of speak, whereas other instances of the past participle are realized with the suffix en. In this example it is likely that this suffix was to be realized as an abbreviation, i.e. a dash over the k, and was simply forgotten.
Besides actual spelling errors, for historical texts another source of spelling variation are errors in the transcription (done manually or with optical character recognition). These lead to variants that should be discovered by the algorithm as well.
Approaches towards spelling-variant detection
For the experiments presented in this paper, we use five texts from the Reference Corpus Middle Low German (Peters and Nagel, 2014) . The corpus is annotated with POS, morphological information, lemma and word-sense disambiguation. In order to exclude temporal and spatial variants, the texts are taken from the same dialect region and roughly from the same time (about 1500 AD). The texts consist of 36,269 tokens. We use two texts that constitute about 80% of the tokens ('Buxteh. Ev.', 19,644 tokens and 'Griselds', 9,057 to-kens) for training, the other three texts ('Veer Koeplude', 4,691 tokens, 'Agneta Willeken', 2,269 tokens and 'Reval Tot.', 608 tokens) are each split into two halves, using the first halves as development and the second halves as test set. Pairs of types that are instances of the same morphological word, i.e. they have the same POS, morphology and lemma containing word-sense information, are extracted from these texts. Tokens, for which the annotation groups together types that are not spelling variants were removed from the the corpus. This includes text that is struck through in the manuscript. Such tokens were always annotated with the tag OA ('no annotation'). This reduces the number of training tokens to 26,915, the size of the development set to 3,393 tokens and the size of the test set to 3,396 tokens. We report precision, recall and F-score for the set of spelling-variant pairs extracted from the test set that did not appear in the training data. These are 68% of the pairs. This way of splitting the data into training and test set makes the task harder than directly splitting the set of spelling-variant pairs as the amount of pairs containing rare words will be higher in this setting. However, this way of evaluating the task will give a more realistic estimation of the performance for applications like POS tagging for which the main task of spelling-variant detection is exactly to identify variants of OOV words in new texts. We approach spelling-variant detection in two steps: First, we generate pairs of spelling variants, then we employ a supervised binary classifier to filter out overgenerated pairs. The generation step is employed in order to reduce the number of pairs that have to be classified. Without this step, for a given set of types L each of the n 2 pairs {t 1 , t 2 } ∈ L × L would have to be classified, which is computationally intractable for large sets. This pair generation step needs to be fast while having a high recall for actual spelling variants.
Candidate-pair generation
For candidate-pair generation, we rely on surface similarity between the types. From the set L, we generate all pairs of types for which the Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein, 1966) is below a given threshold s. There are several efficient approaches for detecting all types from L for which the distance is below s, some have even been proposed in the context of normalization, e.g. anagram hashing (Reynaert, 2009 ). We use a Levenshtein automaton (Schulz and Mihov, 2002) to retrieve all the pairs of types from L that have a distance below s ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. Table 1 shows recall, precision and F-score as well as the average number of candidate pairs per type (arithmetic mean and standard deviation) for the different values of s. The numbers show that most of the spelling variants have a distance smaller than or equal to 3. Going to distance 4 improves recall from 0.97 to 1 but also increases the average size of generated candidate pairs from about 83 to 261 per type. The precision is always very low, even at a Levenshtein distance of 1 where the average number of predicted variants is slightly below 2. This is due to the fact that many types do not have spelling variants.
For cognate recognition as well as mining pairs of standard and non-standard words, variants of a weighted Levenshtein distance have been used in order to increase recall and precision, e.g. by Hauser and Schulz (2007) for detecting historical variants of modern words and Gomes and Lopes (2011) in cognate detection. These approaches usually employ quasimetrics, i.e. the used metrics are not necessarily symmetric as the weights learned for edit operations are learned in one direction -i → y may have a different cost than y → i. This makes sense in the context of normalization and cognate detection as the comparisons made in these cases are directed as well, e.g., types from older stages of a language are compared to the modern variant. However, in the case of spelling-variant detection the weights for both directions should be equal because next to the pair {ghecomen, komen} from Example 2 the pair {ghekomen, comen} exists where the difference c ↔ k appears in opposite directions.
We use an undirected version of the measure SPSim by Gomes and Lopes (2011) as a baseline for our experiments. This measure employs substitution patterns (SP), i.e. segments of mismatches from the alignment of the types in the candidate pair with their left and right context. Example 3 shows a pair of spelling variants and the corresponding undirected SP with a context of length 2 denoted by the triple (left context, {pair of mismatched characters}, right context). The context is padded with $ at the beginning and the end of the type. The measure is trained on positive examples. When applying SPSim, SPs that appeared in the training data get a cost of 0, otherwise their cost is the edit distance between the mismatched segments. Furthermore, the context is generalized, i.e. when a mismatch segment appears in the training data with at least two different contexts, the mismatch will always get a cost of 0 regardless of the context. Using this measure, pairs of types where all the changes are known get the maximal similarity of 1. This allows for improving the precision without losing on recall by setting a high threshold on the similarity for cognate detection. The results using the undirected version of SPSim for identifying spelling variants in the GML test set can be seen in Table 2 . The threshold of 0.9 produced the best results on the development set.
While there is an improvement in F-score from 0.20 to 0.26, the precision is still very low (0.18). One reason for this is that the training data contains a lot of very generic substitutions that are learned by SPSim. The following SPs are the SPs that are learned from the training data and involve a single 'a':
With this generic set of SPs, two types like dach '(the) roof' and doch 'but' differing only in a vs. any other vowel except for an i will have a similarity of 1. The pattern (∅, {'a', 'u'}, ∅) is learned from the two spelling variants {sundighe, sandige} and {ghehat, ghehut}. However, the first pair is likely to be an error in the original manuscript, the second example is an error in the gold annotation, leading to a wrongly learned pattern.
In order to make the classification more robust against such noise in the data, a more complex weighting scheme for SPs than 0 and 1 should be used. We follow the approach that Ciobanu and Dinu (2014) apply to cognate recognition by training a binary classifier on positive and negative examples for spelling variants to filter out overgenerated candidate pairs.
Filtering overgenerated candidate pairs
For filtering out overgenerated candidate pairs, we apply a binary classifier that is trained on positive and negative examples of pairs of types. We experiment with two different kinds of features: surface features -representing similarities and differences in the strings -and context features.
As surface features we use undirected SPs as defined in the previous section as well as paired character n-grams around mismatches (Ciobanu and Dinu, 2014) , and all paired character n-grams (Ciobanu and Dinu, 2015) extracted from the aligned sequences, see Example 4.
(4) maria, marien 2-grams: {$m, $m}, {ma, ma}, . . . , {ia, ie}, {a , en}, { $, n$} 2-grams(mis): {ia, ie}, {a , en}, { $, n$} For the n-grams we test all combinations of lengths in {1, 2, 3}. Similarly, for the SPs we use context sizes of {0, 1, 2}. Furthermore, we combine the n-grams with SPs.
As context feature, we use the cosine similarity between dense vector representations (vec) obtained using positive pointwise mutual information with singular value decomposition on a larger unannotated set of GML texts (1,730,614 tokens) than the annotated texts used for the experiments. As suggested by Levy et al. (2015) , we have tested different hyperparameters for the creation of the dense vectors: dimensions ({125, 250, 375, 500}), context windows ({2, 5}) and frequency thresholds ({10, 25, 50, 75, 100}) . We have also combined the context feature with the best performing surface features and the surface features with the best performing context feature.
For classification a Support Vector Machine (SVM) is trained. We use a radial basis function (RBF) kernel and train the model with the Weka (Witten et al., 2011) wrapper for LibSVM (Chang and Lin, 2011 ) doing a grid-search over the values {1, 2, . . . , 5} and {10 −2 , . . . , 10 2 } for the hyperparameters c and γ on the development set.
The classifier is trained on positive and negative examples. As positive examples, we use all the pairs of spelling variants appearing in the training data (1834 pairs). In order to obtain negative examples, we extract pairs of types with a Levenshtein distance of 1 and of 2 that do not appear with the same annotation using only types that appear at least 10 times in the training data. The frequency threshold is used to reduce the probability that the pair is actually a pair of spelling variants that -due to ambiguity of the types -did not occur as the same morphological word in the training data. The negative pairs are sampled randomly to obtain the same number of negative and positive pairs. In the sampling procedure, we prefer pairs with a lower Levenshtein distance.
We apply the trained classifier to all candidate pairs obtained using the generation process described in the previous section using the Levenshtein distances 1, 2 and 3. Table 3 shows relevant results.
Overall, all of the features lead to an improvement in F-score over the best F-score obtained using the Levenshtein distance (0.20) and the undirected SPSim (0.26). Combining the different types of surface features did not improve the results.
Differing from the result obtained by Ciobanu and Dinu (2015) for discriminating between cognates and borrowings, using only n-grams around mismatches leads to better overall result than using only n-grams in terms of F-score (0.38 against 0.36), but using all n-grams leads to a slightly better recall (0.43 against 0.42). Both features lead to better results than using SPs, which lead to an F-score of 0.34. However, the differences between these three feature types are small and are not stable across different splits of the dataset.
Using only context features, the results are comparable to the results with surface features, regarding the F-score (0.36). However, this F-score results from a higher recall and a lower precision. A context size of 2, a small frequency threshold (10) and the dimensions 500 and 375 lead to the best results on the data set.
Combining surface and context features results in the best F-score (0.42) using this approach. However, in experiments with vectors obtained from a smaller subcorpus (739,576 tokens), adding the context features led to no improvement over using only surface features.
Regarding the generation method, the best Fscores are obtained using a Levenshtein distance of 1. The increase in recall obtainable by adding further candidate pairs corresponds to a larger drop in precision.
Finally, we compare our approach with a rulebased approach. For this, a set of 26 rules developed by linguists for the purpose of reducing the spelling variation in GML texts is used to detect spelling variants. The rules consist of regular expressions and substitutions. They are applied in a fixed order. 5 Example 5 gives an exemplary rule. Example 6 gives the set of spelling variants for the personal pronoun in first person singular (Engl. 'I') and the remaining variants after applying the rules showing that the number of variants for this morphological word is reduced from 8 to 2 by the rule-based approach.
(5) /ck?(?!h)/ → /k/ (6) {ik, ic, ick, jc, jck, jk, yck, yk} → {ik, jk} All pairs of types that are mapped to the same form by applying these rules are considered spelling variants. With this approach a slightly better F-score as with SPSim is obtaind (0.29), see Table 4 . However, it is outperformed by the machine learning approach. By simply taking the union of the sets of spelling variants obtained using the rules and the best binary classification model, we obtain the best F-score (0.45), see Table 4.
Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we presented the task of spellingvariant detection and preliminary results of an approach using supervised machine learning, which was evaluated on Middle Low German texts. The Table 5 : Recall and Precision using the Levenshtein distance for English Twitter data Levenshtein distance (Lev) , Recall (R), Precision (P), F-score (F1), Number of candidates per type: average (AVG) and standard deviation (SD) results obtained are better than using a variant of the trainable edit distance SPSim that was developed for cognate detection. Furthermore, this approach outperformed a rule-based approach with rules developed by linguists for the GML data. Still, the overall F-score obtained is low. In the proposed thesis, we will focus on various ways to improve these results (Section 5.1). In addition, we will extend the scope of the approach (Section 5.2) and use extrinsic evaluations (Section 5.3).
Improving spelling-variant detection
Improving the precision of the generator seems like a promising way to improve the results, as the drop in precision when going from Levenshtein distance 1 to 2 for generating candidate pairs, led to worse results regarding the F-score.
We will also look into ways to improve the context features, e.g., by using vector representations obtained from the skip-gram (Mikolov et al., 2013) or other models. As for historical texts the amount of texts available is often very limited, we will experiment with ways to improve the obtained vector representations from smaller data sets, e.g., by taking surface similarity into account as Acharyya et al. (2009) do in their clustering approach, by improving the representations of rare words (Sergienya and Schütze, 2015) which are especially important in spelling-variant detection or by using only the most frequent types in the context (Gimpel et al., 2011) .
Extending the scope
For this paper, we limited the data used for training and evaluation to GML texts from only one dialect region and the same time. In future work, we will expand the scope of variant detection. We will add data from other dialect regions and time spans, which will add dialectal and diachronic variation as well -which is common for historical corpora that contain heterogeneous texts.
We will also extend the experiments to other kinds of non-standard data, especially CMC texts. We did first experiments with Twitter data using the data of the W-NUT 2015 normalization shared task (Baldwin et al., 2015) and treated all types that are normalized with the same type as spelling variants. Table 5 shows results for generating candidate pairs using the Levenshtein distance. There is a difference when comparing these results to the results obtained for the GML data (see Table  1 ): while the number of candidates generated using the Levenshtein distance is higher, at the same time the recall is lower. Therefore, we plan to experiment with other ways of generating candidate pairs in order to reduce the number of pairs that have to be classified, e.g., by using a distributional thesaurus (Riedl and Biemann, 2013) . A surface based way to improve the recall is to use rules to simplify the non-standard words, e.g. by reducing the number of character repetitions to a maximum of 3 (Han and Baldwin, 2011) thereby detecting spelling variants like {loool, loooooooool}.
Another difference between contemporary CMC texts and historical data is the amount of text that is available. Therefore, e.g., using context representations should give better results for this type of data than for the GML data.
In this paper, spelling-variant detection has been approached on the type level. However, there is variation on the token level as well (Jurish, 2010b) . For example, the dative singular of the name Maria appears as maria and as marien in the GML data, whereas the nominative singular only appears as maria. Therefore, marien is a spelling variant of maria in do he comen was to maria 'when he came to Maria', but not a spelling variant for maria in maria hett gesegt 'Maria said'. One way to approach spelling-variant detection on the token level is to rank spelling variants generated for the type. One possible starting point for this is the system presented by Roark and Sproat (2014) to expand abbreviations. Similarly to the approach presented here, one of their models uses an SVM to evaluate possible expansion candidates. This model also includes features related to the token context, as the abbreviation expansion is done for specific tokens.
Furthermore, for the experiments presented here, we used texts that have been tokenized manually. This removed spelling variation that involves white space. E.g. the GML word for 'kingdom' appears as koninckryke, konnick ryke and konynck ryke in the texts. In order to detect this kind of variation, tokenization has to be combined with spelling-variant detection or spelling-variant detection has to be extended to token n-grams.
Applications
Apart from an intrinsic evaluation of spellingvariant detection as in this paper, we will also evaluate it extrinsically. Next to the approaches that use detected spelling variants to improve the accuracy of POS tagging and lemmatization, we will employ spelling variants in other tasks.
One of these tasks is normalization. While we presented spelling-variant detection as an alternative to normalization in the absence of an existing standard, it should also be usable to complement normalization as normalization has to deal with spelling variation in non-standard words while mapping these to standard words. For instance, Jin (2015) uses an approach for normalization, where for non-standard words, firstly, normalization candidates are generated, and, secondly, the most probable of these candidates is selected. The candidate generation used in the original approach cannot generate the correct candidate for spelling variants of non-standard words that did not appear in the training data, e.g., you are as a normalization candidate for urr will not be generated if only ur as a non-standard variant of you are is known from the training data. Similarly to the approach that Barteld et al. (2016) used to improve the lemmatization of non-standard texts, the knowledge that urr is a spelling variant of ur could be used to generate the candidate you are and thereby improve the coverage of the generator.
Detected spelling variants could also be used as the basis for an artifical standard that can then be used as the target for normalization, where no standard exists. A simple first approach for this would be to transform the spelling variant relation into a clustering by using the symmetric transitive closure and take the most frequent form for each cluster as the standard form.
Another use case that we are interested in is the detection of annotation errors in a corpus. One approach to do this is to use variation n-grams (Dickinson and Meurers, 2003) to detect potential errors. In this approach, variation in the annotation of identical n-grams is used to detect annotation errors. Spelling variation, however, leads to the situation that two identical n-grams on the level of the morphological word appear as different ngrams on the observable type level (cf. Example 2) which affects the recall of this approach. We want to employ spelling-variant detection to identify n-grams that are identical on the level of the morphological word but differ on the type level before employing the variation n-gram method for annotation error detection.
